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Sporadic human infection with avian influenza viruses has
raised concern that reassortment between human and avian
subtypes could generate viruses of pandemic potential.
Vaccination is the principal means to combat the impact of
influenza. During an influenza pandemic the immune status
of the population would differ from that which exists during
interpandemic periods. An emerging pandemic virus will
create a surge in worldwide vaccine demand and new
approaches in immunisation strategies may be needed to
ensure optimum protection of unprimed individuals when
vaccine antigen may be limited. The manufacture of
vaccines from pathogenic avian influenza viruses by
traditional methods is not feasible for safety reasons as well
as technical issues. Strategies adopted to overcome these
issues include the use of reverse genetic systems to
generate reassortant strains, the use of baculovirus-
expressed haemagglutinin or related non-pathogenic avian
influenza strains, and the use of adjuvants to enhance
immunogenicity. In clinical trials, conventional surface-
antigen influenza virus vaccines produced from avian
viruses have proved poorly immunogenic in immunologically
naive populations. Adjuvanted or whole-virus preparations
may improve immunogenicity and allow sparing of antigen. 

Lancet Infect Dis 2004: 4: 499–509

Few infectious diseases cause such a huge annual toll of
morbidity, mortality, and economic loss as influenza. In
addition, influenza can unpredictably emerge to cause
pandemics. The 1918 Spanish pandemic spread around the
world within 9 months causing up to 40 million deaths.1 The
transmission of avian influenza H5N1 to at least 32 people
during the 2004 Asian H5N1 epizoonotic period2,3 prompted
concerns that the next pandemic is imminent. As highlighted
by the recent severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS)-
coronavirus outbreak, international air travel increases global
vulnerability to infectious respiratory pathogens. Our ability
to combat influenza and its complications depends primarily
on vaccination. Annual influenza vaccine production is a well-
planned process that takes up to 6 months. Current facilities
may not be suitable for rapid bulk manufacture of avian
influenza virus vaccines in response to a world threat. 

Virology
Influenza viruses are enveloped negative-sense RNA viruses
with a segmented genome belonging to the orthomyxoviridae
family. They are classified on the basis of their core proteins
into three distinct types: A, B, and C.4 Influenza A viruses
infect a range of mammalian and avian species, whereas type B

and C are essentially restricted to human beings. Influenza A
viruses are responsible for annual epidemics and occasional
pandemics, whereas influenza B viruses cause outbreaks every
2–4 years, but are not associated with pandemics. The main
antigenic determinants of influenza A and B viruses are two
surface glycoproteins: the neuraminidase and the
haemagglutinin, both capable of eliciting immune responses
in human beings. The haemagglutinin is involved with
receptor binding and membrane fusion. The neuraminidase
facilitates cleavage of virus progeny from infected cells,
prevents viral aggregation, and aids movement through the
mucosal respiratory-tract epithelium. Virus strains are
classified according to host species of origin, geographic site
and year of isolation, serial number, and, for influenza A, by
serological properties of subtypes of haemagglutinin and
neuraminidase.

Antigenic shift and drift
Influenza A H1 and H3 subtypes circulating in human beings
evolve and undergo antigenic variability continuously. A lack
of effective proofreading by the viral RNA polymerase leads to
a high rate of transcription errors that can result in aminoacid
substitutions in surface glycoproteins. Virus variants with
substitutions in the antibody-binding sites can evade humoral
immunity and reinfect individuals. This is termed “antigenic
drift”. The segmented viral genome allows for a second type of
antigenic variation. If two influenza viruses simultaneously
infect a host cell, genetic reassortment may generate a novel
virus with new surface or internal proteins. Pandemic influe-
nza viruses arise by this process of “antigenic shift”, when a
virus with a new haemagglutinin subtype emerges and spreads
efficiently in a naive human population. Comparisons of
pandemic and interpandemic influenza are shown in table 1. 

Natural reservoir of influenza
Aquatic birds are the natural reservoir of influenza A viruses.
All of the 15 haemagglutinin and nine neuraminidase
subtypes currently identified are maintained in wild water-
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bird populations.5,6 Avian influenza A viruses generally do not
cause disease in these natural hosts. The principal site of
influenza virus replication in aquatic birds is the
gastrointestinal tract resulting in high faecal viral titres and
viral transmission in migratory feeding areas.

Despite the range of virus subtypes, only a few
haemagglutinin (H1, H2, H3) and neuraminidase subtypes
(N1, N2) have established in human beings and have caused
widespread respiratory disease. The haemagglutinin of human
influenza viruses preferentially binds to sialic acid receptors
containing �2,6-galactose linkages, whereas avian influenza
viruses preferentially bind to those containing �2,3-galactose
linkages. These binding preferences correlate with the
predominance of sialic acid �2,6-galactose linkages on human
epithelial cells, and �2,3-galactose linkages on avian intestinal
epithelial cells.7–9 Although the molecular mechanisms
responsible for receptor-binding specificity are poorly defined,
it is believed that haemagglutinin of avian origin must acquire
human receptor-binding specificity to generate influenza
strains capable of sustained human-to-human transmission.
Site-directed mutagenesis studies have shown that only one or
two aminoacid mutations are required for this change.10

Limited passage in human beings of a virus possessing an
avian haemagglutinin, such as occurring in Asia currently,2,3

may be sufficient to generate such a change. 
During the 20th century, an H1N1 virus in 1918, an H2N2

virus in 1957, and an H3N2 virus in 1968 caused influenza
pandemics. Human-avian reassortant viruses seem to have
caused the pandemics of 1957 and 1968. The 1957 H2N2 virus
differed by three genes (haemagglutinin, neuraminidase, and

the RNA polymerase PB1) from the H1N1 virus that infected
people between 1918 and 1957. The 1968 H3N2 virus differed
by two genes (haemagglutinin and PB1) from the H2N2 virus
that infected people between 1957 and 1968. In both cases, the
H2 and H3 haemagglutinin genes were contributed by avian
viruses.11 Sequence analyses of early H2 and H3 isolates
indicate receptor-binding specificity was altered by a single
aminoacid substitution soon after human introduction.10

Since pig trachea contains receptors for both avian and human
influenza viruses, and can support replication of viruses of
both human and avian origin, it has been suggested that
genetic reassortment between avian, swine, and human
influenza viruses may occur in pigs, and that they represent a
“mixing bowl” for the evolution of human pandemic strains.12

Haemagglutinin and neuraminidase of H5N1 viruses isolated
from human beings, poultry, and wild ducks have
distinguishable properties.13 Chickens seem to support a
separate natural reservoir of influenza viruses, indicating a
possible role as intermediate hosts in zoonotic transmission.
Some avian H9 viruses established in poultry are capable of
two-way transmission between domestic ducks, where they
are able to generate multiple reassortants with other co-
circulating viruses.14 These reassortant viruses have
haemagglutinin receptor-binding sequences potentially
capable of human infection, suggesting that new viruses 
may emerge directly from the avian pool. The close proximity
of people to high concentrations of waterfowl, poultry, and
swine in southeast Asia, and avian influenza activity, has
identified this region as a hypothetical influenza epicentre
(figure 1).15

Avian influenza in people
Avian influenza viruses generally do not replicate efficiently in
human beings, even after experimental infection.16 Before
1997, direct transmission of avian influenza viruses to the
human respiratory system was not considered possible.
However, it is now recognised that at least some subtypes of
avian influenza viruses can replicate within the human
respiratory tract. Although it is unclear whether the recent
reported increase in transmission of avian influenza to people
(table 2) is the result of heightened surveillance, the
geographical expansion of H5N1 poultry outbreaks across
Asia is an unprecedented and new event. More than 30
confirmed cases of transmission of avian H5N1 virus to
human beings has increased the possibility that an avian-
human reassortant virus may emerge to effectively transmit
among people.2,3
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Figure 1. Returning from a shopping trip in Hanoi, Vietnam (photo 
JM Katz).

Table 1. Features of pandemic and interpandemic influenza

Type Caused by Immunity in population Result

Pandemic influenza A Antigenic shift: emergence of novel or Little or no background immunity High attack rates, excess mortality and 

re-emerging subtype of influenza A (maybe partial immunity in older morbidity in all age groups

people if re-emerging virus)

Interpandemic influenza Antigenic drift: evolution of existing Little immunity in infants. Partial Variable outbreaks or epidemics

influenza (A or B) strains immunity in adults by cross-reacting with variable morbidity and 

antibody to previously seen mortality, usually in elderly and young 

and related strains (H3 greatest severity)
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The first association of avian influenza viruses with
respiratory illness in human beings was during 1997 when six
deaths from 18 human cases of highly pathogenic influenza
H5N1 occurred during an outbreak among live-bird markets
(table 2).18–20 All viral genes were of avian origin, indicating that
H5N1 had crossed the species barrier without adaptation or
reassortment with human viruses. Despite the elimination of
ducks, geese, and quail (sources of H5N1 and its donor genes)
and cleaning days in the markets, H5N1 viruses have
subsequently reemerged in Hong Kong poultry markets,32

although Hong Kong remains free from infection in the 2004
H5N1 outbreak across Asia.29,33 In late 2002, highly pathogenic
H5N1 viruses were isolated from dead waterfowl in Hong
Kong (personal communication, M Peiris, University of Hong
Kong), which was notable since H5N1 viruses do not typically

cause disease in waterfowl. In February 2003, H5N1 re-
emerged in Hong Kong in two family members returning
from a trip to China.24 In 2004, pathogenic H5N1 viruses are
causing extensive poultry outbreaks in Asia with 23 deaths
(68%) of 34 human cases reported in Vietnam and
Thailand.2,3,30

In Hong Kong in 1999, and again in 2003, influenza H9N2
viruses were isolated from children with mild respiratory
illnesses.22,28 As with H5N1, no human-to-human transmission
was evident.23 Additional human H9 infections in China,34 and
detection of antibody to H9 in human serum samples in China
and Hong Kong35 suggest that further human H9 infection has
occurred. Eurasian H9 viruses circulating since the late 1990s
have been classified into three phylogenetic sub-lineages: G1,
Y280 (G9-like), and Y439.36,37 Those established in live-bird
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Table 2. Confirmed cases of avian-to-human transmission of influenza A subtypes

Year and place Major strain Infections Symptoms Comments and references
designations and deaths

1995 UK A/Eng/268/95 (H7N7) 1 Conjunctivitis Close contact of patient with infected duck17

1997 Hong Kong A/HK/156/97 (H5N1) 18 (6 deaths) Respiratory High mortality rate (6/18, 33%) associated with high rates of 
A/HK/148/97 (H5N1) pneumonia (61%), intensive care (55%), and prolonged 

hospitalisation.18–20 Of 16 H5N1 human isolates, phylogenetic and 
antigenic analyses identified two closely related groups represented 
by A/Hong Kong/156/97 and A/Hong Kong/483/9718,21 Fortunately,
serological surveillance revealed little evidence of human-to-human
transmission20, and no additional cases occurred following 
depopulation of poultry in Hong Kong

1999 Hong Kong A/HK/1073/99 (H9N2) 2 Respiratory G1-like H9N2 virus isolated from 2 hospitalised children.22 No
human-to-human transmission identified23

2003 Hong Kong A/HK/213/03 (H5N1) 2 (1 death) Respiratory A father and son, returning from a visit to relatives in Fujian province 
were hospitalised with pneumonia.24 The father died, while the son 
recovered. A young female family member had died of pneumonia in 
Fujian but the aetiology of her death was not determined. The H5N1 
viruses isolated from the 2 patients were antigenically distinct from
H5N1 viruses isolated in 199725

2003 Netherlands A/Neth/33/03 (H7N7) 83 Conjunctivitis There were 83 cases of viral conjunctivitis, of which 5 had
A/Neth/219/03 (H7N7) 1 (1 death) Respiratory influenza-like illness, and 2 cases of isolated respiratory illness.26

Human-to-human transmission to 3 household contacts was 
confirmed. All human viruses had internal gene segments from avian 
influenza A viruses.27 A veterinarian developed fatal respiratory 
disease and virus sequencing revealed a number of mutations 
compared with the strains responsible for eye infections. Destruction 
of infected flocks, quarantining of farms, and administration of antiviral 
prophylaxis to workers stopped H7N7 transmission to people 

2003 Hong Kong A/HK/2018/03 (H9N2) 1 Respiratory Y280 (G9-like) H9N2 isolated from respiratory secretions of 
hospitalised 5 year old boy.28 No further cases identified

2004 Vietnam A/VN/1203/04 (H5N1) 22 (15 deaths) Respiratory Extensive simultaneous highly pathogenic H5N1 outbreaks emerged 
A/VN/1194/04 across Asian countries in 2004.2,3,29,30 Human infections are 

2004 Thailand A/Thai/16/04 (H5N1) 12 (8 deaths) Respiratory associated with direct exposure to dead or ill birds, although one 
cluster of possible human-to-human transmission occurred in 
Vietnam. Clinical infection is rapid with features of respiratory distress,
pneumonia and multi-systemic organ failure and seem to be 
predominantly among younger age groups (<25 years). H5N1 viruses 
have molecular changes associated with adamantane resistance29

They are phylogenetically and antigenically distinct from 1997 and 
2003 human isolates29

2004 Canada Avian H7N3 2 Conjunctivitis Two laboratory-confirmed cases among poultry workers associated 
Respiratory (1) with culling activities in the control of an influenza A(H7N3) outbreak in

poultry in British Columbia, Canada30

2004 Egypt Avian H10N7 2 Respiratory Two infants, presenting with fever and cough, had virus isolated from 
specimens. The father of one of the children was a poultry merchant 
who had recently visited a market in which 5 isolations of avian 
influenza H10N7 has been reported31
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markets (predominantly chickens and quail) are Y280 (G9-
like) and G1-like viruses, respectively. G1-like H9 viruses
caused the 1999 human infections and contained internal
genes homologous to those of the 1997 human H5N1 virus,
suggesting that reassortment between the strains had already
taken place,36,37 whereas the 2003 human isolate was of Y280
(G9-like) lineage (personal communication W Lim,
Government Virus Unit, Queen Mary Hospital, Department
of Health, Hong Kong, China). Avian H9N2 viruses are now
widespread in poultry,38 and have also transmitted to swine in
Hong Kong and China.38–40 Some avian H9 viruses have
acquired receptor-binding characteristics typical of human
strains, increasing the potential for reassortment within both
human and pig respiratory tracts.41

In early 2003, outbreaks of highly pathogenic avian
influenza H7 among poultry occurred in the Netherlands and
extended to Belgium and Germany.26,27 More than 80 workers
involved in control of the outbreak developed viral H7N7
conjunctivitis and a few developed respiratory illness.
Evidence of limited human-to-human spread, and a fatal
respiratory infection, highlighted a significant threat to
human health. More recently, cases of avian influenza
(H7N3) infections have been reported in two cullers during
control of an H7N3 poultry outbreak in Canada.30 Avian
influenza (H10N7) seems to have crossed the species barrier
from poultry to people for the first time. In Egypt in April
2004 two infants presenting with mild febrile respiratory
symptoms had H10N7 influenza viruses isolated from
respiratory samples.31

Other virus subtypes of concern
As well as H5, H7, and H9 viruses, the H6 subtype has
acquired the ability to infect chickens and is rapidly becoming
endemic in poultry populations. Phylogenetic analyses of
H6N1 viruses isolated from wildfowl, showing high
nucleotide homology of the internal genes to human H5N1
and H9N2 viruses, suggests these subtypes can transfer genetic
material between each other and are potential sources of new
strains.42

H2N2 viruses were responsible for the 1957 influenza
pandemic and circulated as the only human subtype until

1968 when it was replaced by H3N2 subtype. The H2
haemagglutinin gene, along with the neuraminidase and PB1
genes, were derived from avian sources.11 Since people born
after 1968 lack immunity to the H2 subtype, H2 viruses pose a
pandemic threat to this susceptible population. H2 viruses
continue to circulate in wild ducks,43 although the conditions
required for the re-emergence of human H2 influenza viruses
are unclear. 

Pathogenesis of avian influenza viruses
Although the virulence of avian influenza viruses has been
well studied in avian species, their virulence in mammals is
not well understood. Infection with avian influenza A viruses
in birds causes a wide spectrum of disease ranging from
subclinical to overwhelming systemic illness (figure 2). Both
H5 and H7 subtypes have the ability to evolve into highly
pathogenic forms. Although virulence is a polygenic trait, a
major contributing factor in birds is the haemagglutinin.
Cleavage of the haemagglutinin into two subunits is essential
for viral infectivity.44 Haemagglutinin from strains of low
pathogenicity is cleaved by proteases limited to the respiratory
tract of mammalian species and the intestinal tract of avian
species. By contrast, haemagglutinin from highly pathogenic
viruses can be cleaved by proteases present in a range of
tissues, resulting in multi-system infection. Structural features
at the cleavage site determine the cleavability of the
haemagglutinin. The acquisition of multiple basic aminoacids
in highly pathogenic H5 or H7 haemagglutinin enables
cleavage of the protein by these ubiquitous proteases and
confers virulence. Carbohydrate side chains in the vicinity of
the cleavage site may also affect the access of the proteases and
hence virulence.45

Other factors in addition to the haemagglutinin cleavage
site are likely to contribute to virus pathogenicity in
mammals. Virulence of mouse-adapted influenza A viruses
have been associated with the interferon antagonist properties
of the NS1 protein46 or the ability of the neuraminidase
glycoprotein to sequester circulating plasminogen and
promote haemagglutinin cleavage.47 BALB/c mice47–50 and
ferrets51 are useful mammalian hosts for the evaluation of
human H5N1 pathogenesis. In these mammalian hosts, the
multibasic aminoacid motif in the haemagglutinin is
necessary but not sufficient for virulence.47,52,53 A single
aminoacid substitution in PB2 is associated with high
pathogenicity of human H5N1 viruses in mice52 although
substitutions in other gene products are likely to play a part.49

In human H5N1 infection, disease progression to
respiratory failure is unusually severe, with features of
haemophagocytosis, leucopenia, and multiple organ
failure.3,19,30 In-vitro infection of human macrophages with
1997 H5N1 human viruses induces high levels of cytokines
compared with some human virus strains.54 In pig respiratory
epithelial cells, the 1997 H5N1 human viruses were also
shown to be relatively resistant to the inhibitory effects of host
antiviral cytokines such as interferons.55 Thus, the severity of
H5N1 infection in people is likely to be related to the
induction of excessive proinflammatory responses that
exacerbate tissue injury. It has been suggested that the non-
structural gene has a role.54,55
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Figure 2. The effect of highly pathogenic H5N1 virus on ducklings in
Vietnam (photo T Tumpey).
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Gene sequence analyses of the 1918 pandemic virus,
which displayed enhanced virulence in human beings has not
yet uncovered molecular determinants previously associated
with influenza virus virulence.56,57 The molecular determinants
and gene constellations that confer virulence of avian, swine,
and human viruses, and the circumstances under which
virulent phenotypes emerge remains unclear. Understanding
the basis of virulence is important for vaccine design,
particularly of live vaccines, so that viruses can be attenuated. 

Influenza vaccines
Current inactivated influenza vaccines are produced from
virus grown in embryonated hens’ eggs, and are of three types:
whole-virus, “split-product”, or subunit “surface-antigen”
formulations. Whole-virus vaccines are associated with
increased adverse reactions, especially in children, and are
little used. Most influenza vaccines are split-product vaccines,
produced from detergent-treated, highly purified influenza
virus, or surface-antigen vaccines containing purified
haemagglutinin and neuraminidase.58 Vaccines are usually
trivalent, containing 15 �g each of two influenza A subtypes
(H1N1 and H3N2) and one influenza B strain. Vaccines elicit
a relatively strain-specific humoral response, have reduced
efficacy against antigenically drifted viruses, and are
ineffective against unrelated strains. The WHO reviews
vaccine composition biannually and updates antigenic
content depending on prevalent circulating subtypes to
provide antigenically well-matched vaccines. Protective
efficacy of 70–95% in healthy young adults is obtained when
there is a good antigenic match between the vaccine 
and circulating strains.59 Vaccination of the elderly is
associated with 19–63% reductions in hospitalisation for
pneumonia and influenza, 17–39% reductions for all
respiratory conditions, and 27–75% reductions in all-cause
mortality.60

New influenza vaccines must elicit protective immunity.
The haemagglutinin-inhibition test is most commonly used
for the detection of antibody to influenza, although single
radial haemolysis (SRH) may also be used, since both are
correlated with immune protection.61,62 In the European
Union, interpandemic influenza vaccines should fulfil certain
criteria, prepared by the Committee for Proprietary Medicinal
Products (CPMP),63 which are usually assessed by
haemagglutinin-inhibition tests in limited annual clinical
studies (panel 1). 

Vaccines for pandemic use
In the event of pandemic influenza, vaccine demand would
soar. Savings made using monovalent rather than trivalent
vaccine (15 �g haemagglutinin per dose instead of 45 �g)
would possibly be offset by a two-dose schedule, increased
demand, and difficulties with production of egg-grown
viruses. New developments include the use of mammalian cell
lines to culture influenza virus for vaccines to provide
increased flexibility of production at times of heightened
demand.64 Immunopotentiating effects of adjuvants and
whole-virus vaccine may increase antigenicity, allowing dose
content reduction enabling maximum efficient use of limited
supplies.

The population immune status in a pandemic situation
differs from that seen during the interpandemic period. At the
onset of the previous pandemics, younger adults were
immunologically naive to the new strains, whereas older
populations may have been primed by previous infections of
related strains that circulated in earlier times. Global immune
susceptibility to avian influenza subtypes would be expected.
The quantity of antigen required to elicit satisfactory immune
responses in naive individuals is unclear since few studies have
been done after the emergence of a novel virus. Current events
suggest the urgent need to develop a clearly defined strategy
for clinical assessment of safety and immunogenicity of
pandemic vaccines. 

Experience with pandemic human influenza virus
vaccines
In 1976 and 1977, the emergence of influenza A/New
Jersey/76 and A/USSR/92/77 (H1N1) triggered pandemic
alerts, and afforded the opportunity for vaccine trials in
immunologically naive and primed populations. A series of
whole-virus vaccine studies65–69 reported differences between
naive populations (those aged 24 years and not exposed to
previous H1N1 strains) and primed populations (older than
24). In naive patients, if one dose of vaccine was administered,
large doses (in excess of 60 �g haemagglutinin) were required
to fulfil CPMP criteria. However, if two doses of vaccine were
given, lower antigen doses (5 �g) were needed. Whole-virus
vaccine was significantly more immunogenic than subunit or
split-product vaccines. In primed patients, as is the case
during interpandemic periods, no difference in
immunogenicity between whole-virus vaccine and subunit or
split-product vaccines was reported. However, a consistent
finding was that whole-virus vaccine was associated with
increased reactogenicity, particularly in children, who
developed febrile complications even with low doses.67

Although licensed for use in human influenza 
vaccines, aluminium salts are rarely used since studies 
have indicated little clinical benefit.70 However, encouraging
findings were more recently reported in a study of 
whole-virus A/Singapore/1/57 (H2N2) vaccine in
immunologically naive people.71 Monovalent alum-
adjuvanted vaccine containing either 7·5, 3·8, or 1·9 �g H2
haemagglutinin per dose was compared with unadjuvanted
whole-virus 15 �g vaccine. Although a single dose of any
vaccine was unable to elicit responses associated with
protection, a second dose of vaccine boosted responses to
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Panel 1. EU criteria for the licensing of annual
interpandemic influenza vaccines. Vaccines should be
assessed in groups of >50 patients of 18–59 years and
�60 years of age. At least one of three criteria must be
fulfilled.

Mean geometric increase in antibody >2·5 (>2 in the �60 years group) 

Number of seroconversions or significant rises in anti-haemagglutinin
antibody (ie, four-fold increase in post-vaccination HI titre or 50%
increase in SRH zone) should be >40% (>30% in the �60 years group)

Proportion of patients achieving a seroprotective HI titre of �1/40, or
SRH titre of >25 mm2 post vaccination should be >70% (>60% in the
>60 years group)
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rates that fulfilled CPMP licensing criteria across all doses,
suggesting that up to an eight-fold reduction in 
antigen content could be achieved with the addition of alum
(figure 3). 

Vaccines against avian influenza virus
Since influenza A viruses possess a segmented genome,
simultaneous infection of eggs with two different viruses may
result in reassortment of segments to produce a desired
vaccine seed strain. The influenza A virus components of
annual influenza vaccines are typically derived from egg-
grown reassortment viruses that have the relevant
haemagglutinin and neuraminidase genes of the antigenically
relevant strain, and the six remaining gene segments from
A/Puerto Rico/8/34 (H1N1). These PR/8/34 segments confer
high growth properties in eggs favoured for inactivated
vaccine production.58 This process requires large numbers of
eggs, and in many companies lacks the flexibility to respond
rapidly to a pandemic event. Highly pathogenic H5 and H7
viruses cannot be grown in large quantities because they are
lethal to chicken embryos.72 Such pathogenic strains also
impose regulatory and safety issues. As the multibasic
sequence cleavage site is believed to contribute to the
pathogenesis of human H5N1 infection, vaccine preparation
from wild-type H5N1 virus would require heightened
biocontainment to protect workers and eliminate the
possibility of environmental contamination and infection of
susceptible animals. Thus, several approaches have been
attempted for avian influenza vaccine development. These
include: (1) the production of inactivated vaccine from wild-
type virus; (2) the selection of an antigenically related non-
pathogenic vaccine strain; (3) the use of baculoviruses to
express recombinant haemagglutinin; (4) DNA-based
vaccines; (5) the use of plasmid-based reverse genetics systems
to construct vaccine seed strains possessing attenuated
haemagglutinin; and (6) plasmid-based reverse genetic

systems to construct attenuated donor strain recombinants.
Reverse genetics is likely to produce the most rapid response
in an emerging pandemic. Much of the preclinical and clinical
development of highly pathogenic avian influenza vaccines
has used H5 virus as a model.

Vaccines for highly pathogenic subtypes (H5 and H7)
After the 1997 H5N1 outbreak, inactivated vaccines from
wild-type A/Hong Kong/156/97 (H5N1) virus were prepared
in the UK and the Netherlands.73,74 Whole-virus vaccine was
effective in protecting mice against lethal challenge with H5N1
virus.73 Conventional surface-antigen vaccine was poorly
immunogenic in chickens and did not protect against lethal
dose challenge, although an ISCOM formulation (antigen as
immune-complex stimulators) boosted immune responses
and protected against lethal H5N1 challenge.74

Because the use of highly pathogenic strains has safety
restrictions, the selection of a surrogate non-pathogenic virus
capable of evoking crossreactive immunity to the 1997 Hong
Kong H5N1 viruses was investigated. Both A/duck/Hokkaido/
67/96 (H5N4) and A/duck/Singapore/97 (H5N3) have hae-
magglutinin proteins antigenically similar to A/Hong Kong/
156/97 (H5N1) and were used in experimental vaccines.72,73

Although antibody titres to H5N1 induced by A/duck/
Singapore (H5N3) vaccine were four-fold lower than the
homologous strain,73 inactivated whole-virus vaccine72,73 and
alum-adjuvanted subunit vaccine48 were capable of protecting
mice against lethal H5N1 challenge. Although attempts to
reassort A/duck/Singapore (H5N3) with A/PR/8/34 to
produce a high-growth virus suitable for vaccine production
failed,73 conventional and MF59-adjuvanted A/duck/
Singapore/97 (H5N3) surface-antigen vaccines were clinically
assessed in a randomised phase I trial.75 Two doses of 7·5, 15,
or 30 �g H5 haemagglutinin were given 3 weeks apart.
Antibody responses were measured by haemagglutinin-
inhibition, virus microneutralisation, and SRH. Although
both vaccines were well tolerated, non-adjuvanted vaccine was
poorly immunogenic, with only one of 11 (9%) recipients
seroconverting by haemagglutinin-inhibition and SRH H5N1,
and four (36%) by microneutralisation and SRH H5N3 after
two 30 �g doses. The addition of MF59 gave significantly
higher antibody responses (figure 4), and two doses achieved
seroconversion rates of 13/31 (42%), 29(94%), 31(100%), and
26(84%) by haemagglutinin-inhibition, microneutralisation,
SRH H5N3, and SRH H5N1, respectively. Antibody titres by
SRH to H5N1 were about half those to H5N3, showing the
need for close antigenic matching between vaccine and pan-
demic strains to ensure maximum vaccine efficacy. Antibody
responses after H5N3 revaccination 16 months later were
boosted significantly above those achieved after two doses.76

It is desirable for vaccines to boost responses after initial
priming, since second waves occur 3–9 months after the first
pandemic wave of infection.77 One problem in assessing
vaccine responses was the insensitivity of the haemagglutinin-
inhibition test, routinely used in assessment of influenza
vaccines, for the detection of antibody to H5 when compared
with neutralisation tests.78,79 Haemagglutinin-inhibition relies
on the ability of antibody to disrupt the haemag-
glutinin–sialic-acid-receptor binding interaction between
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virus and erythrocytes. If the
erythrocytes used in the test are not
optimised for expression of �2,3-
galactose linkages that are necessary for
avian influenza virus binding, the test is
insensitive.80 However, there are no
recognised clinical correlates of immune
protection for neutralisation antibody. It
was only possible to assess vaccine
responses with respect to CPMP
licensing criteria after development of a
specific SRH assay.81 A modified
haemagglutinin-inhibition test, using
enzymatically altered turkey
erythrocytes or horse erythrocytes, was
developed to increase the sensitivity for
detecting antibody to avian influenza
virus antigens.82

An alternative to egg-derived
vaccines involves the use of
haemagglutinin protein expressed in
insect cells by recombinant baculovirus.
Potential difficulties include the use of
uncleaved rather than cleaved
haemagglutinin and differences in
glycosylation in insect cells that may
effect immunogenicity. Nonetheless,
antibody responses to 15–45 �g doses of
recombinant H1 and H3 antigens are
similar to those induced by licensed
vaccines.83,84 Baculovirus-derived H5 and
H7 haemagglutinin vaccines protect
against lethal virus challenge in
chickens, even when the haemagglutinin
sequence homology differs by up to
16%.85 However, when clinically assessed
in people, a recombinant baculovirus-expressed H5 vaccine
was suboptimal. Even after two doses of 90 �g, only 52%
subjects seroconverted by microneutralisation, suggesting
improvements in immunogenicity are needed.86

Reverse genetics systems can be used to generate
attenuated avian influenza viruses, and are likely to prove
pivotal in pandemic vaccine development. The appropriate
haemagglutinin and neuraminidase genes from a virus can be
cloned and, if necessary, the haemagglutinin may be
attenuated by removal of the multi-basic cleavage site
sequence, and inserted into plasmids. The plasmids are
transfected into a cell line together with plasmids encoding the
internal genes from the A/PR8/34 virus to generate an
appropriate non-pathogenic vaccine seed strain. Vaccine
candidates expressing the target haemagglutinin from highly
pathogenic viruses could potentially be produced within weeks
of an emerging event. Recombinant H5 viruses showing
desirable properties for H5 vaccine formulation—including
loss of egg lethality, virulence, and infectivity in animal
models—have been produced,87,88 although one attenuated
recombinant virus showed limited neurovirulence in mice.87

Reverse genetics is thus capable of generating attenuated
viruses from pathogenic strains suitable for vaccine

production with only limited enhancement of biosecurity
measures and using pre-existing equipment and facilities. It
should also be possible to prepare panels of reassortant viruses
and vaccine seed candidates containing target genes of
potential pandemic viruses in advance of any specific threat.
However, there are regulatory, safety, and legal problems to
overcome before the technology can be used for vaccine
development. Mammalian cell lines (eg, Vero cells) used for
transfection must be of certified quality for human vaccine
production. Viruses generated by reverse genetics may be
considered to be “genetically modified organisms”, imposing
local and national safety regulations regarding research and
development. In addition, intellectual property rights on
reverse genetics technology are held, and licences may need to
be granted for commercial use of vaccines.

Inactivated influenza vaccines are poor inducers of
cytotoxic T-cell (CTL) responses, which aid in recovery from
influenza infection. It has been suggested that crossreactive
immunity to several influenza virus subtypes could be induced
by CTL responses to conserved epitopes in internal proteins.89

DNA vaccines integrate gene sequences for the antigenic
protein of interest into bacterial plasmids that are inoculated
into the host. The expression of plasmid DNA produces the
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antigen in its natural configuration, which is more likely to
stimulate neutralising antibody and undergo HLA class I
expression inducing CTL responses.90 H5 and H7
haemagglutinin-expressing DNA vaccine protects mice and
chickens against lethal dose virus challenge.91,92 DNA vaccine
expressing conserved internal proteins including
nucleoprotein give partial protection to mice against H5N1
infection.93 Intradermal DNA influenza vaccines are beginning
clinical evaluation. ISCOM-formulated H1N1 vaccine can
induce CTL responses and greater longer-lasting antibody
responses than conventional vaccine.94 It offers broad
protection against virus challenge with H2, H3, H9, and
virulent H5 viruses in mice. ISCOM vaccines are tolerated in
human beings and induce broad CTL and rapid humoral
responses.95 Mucosal delivery of inactivated influenza H3N2
vaccine adjuvanted with modified heat-labile enterotoxin
from Escherichia coli induces B-cell-dependent heterosubtypic
immunity against lethal H5N1 virus challenge in mice.96 In the
absence of an antigenically matched vaccine, alternative
vaccine strategies that induce crossreactive immunity by
ISCOM, DNA, or mucosal vaccines may provide useful first-
line defence against an emerging pandemic strain. 

Vaccines for H9 influenza
Since H9 viruses do not have a multibasic haemagglutinin
cleavage site, they show low pathogenicity for avian species
and may be grown to high titres in eggs. Both G1-like
(A/Hong Kong/1073/99) and Y280 (G9-like; A/Hong
Kong/2018/03) H9N2 viruses are capable of human
infection.22,28 For an effective H9 vaccine strategy, an
understanding of the relative immunogenicity and cross-
protection induced by these lineages is required. Although
infection of mice with G1 or G9 group H9 viruses did not
evoke detectable crossreacting neutralising antibody, they
were protected from subsequent rechallenge with the
homologous or heterologous virus lineage.97 Whole-virus G1
H9 vaccine produced crossreactive antibody responses to both
G1 and G9 viruses, and protected mice against rechallenge
with either virus. By contrast, whole-virus G9 H9 vaccine
induced homologous antibody titres only and was able to
protect against G9 challenge, but showed reduced protective
efficacy against the heterologous G1 lineage. Here, a single
dose of H9 vaccine induced adequate immune responses in
mice, by contrast with findings with H5N1 vaccine that

required a two-dose schedule to elicit adequate immune
responses.74,97 Since some Y280 (G9-like) H9 viruses do not
grow well in eggs, an A/PR/8/34 reassortant has been
produced.98 One dose of inactivated G9/PR8 vaccine protected
mice against G9 challenge. Two doses of vaccine increased
antibody responses capable of protecting mice against both G1
and G9 H9 challenge. 

Whole-virus and subunit A/Hong Kong/1073/99 (H9N2)
vaccines were clinically evaluated in the UK.99 60 adults were
randomly assigned two doses, administered 3 weeks apart, of
7·5, 15, or 30 �g H9 haemagglutinin content. Although well
tolerated, whole-virus vaccine was more reactive, in keeping
with H1N1 vaccines. There was little detectable crossreactive
immune response to an antigenically distinct G9 H9 virus
(unpublished findings). More than 40% of the pre-
vaccination serum samples showed reactivity to H9N2 by
neutralisation and haemagglutinin-inhibition, suggesting pre-
existing crossreacting antibody from exposure to earlier
haemagglutinins. It is unlikely that H9 influenza has circulated
widely in the UK. Further serological testing correlated H9
reactivity with antibody responses to H2, but not H1 or H3
haemagglutinin. People with baseline reactivity to H9 were
born before 1969, and thus had been potentially exposed to
H2 during its period of circulation in human beings. Subjects
were immunologically divided into naive and primed
recipients. In truly naive subjects, one dose of either vaccine
was poorly immunogenic. Although whole-virus vaccine was
more immunogenic than subunit vaccine, two doses still left a
significant number of vaccinees with serological responses
below the protective threshold (table 3). Among primed
individuals, one dose of either vaccine boosted anti-H9
responses, fulfilling CPMP criteria. Since the second dose was
of questionable value, to preserve limited vaccine supplies
during the first wave of an emerging pandemic, different
schedules in different populations could be considered. A
German study among 18–60 year-olds reported one dose of
15 �g whole-virus vaccine A/Hong Kong/1073/99 (H9N2)
capable of fulfilling at least one CPMP criterion and that a
second dose of vaccine significantly improved responses.71

However, age-related responses or the effect of pre-existing
reactivity to H9N2 were not analysed. In keeping with 
the H2N2 experience, alum-adjuvant allowed a reduction 
in H9 content to 1·3 �g per dose while maintaining
immunogenicity.
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Table 3. Haemagglutinin-inhibition results for A/Hong Kong/1073/99 (H9N2) in relation to the CPMP criteria (data from
reference 99) 

CPMP criteria Day <32 years of age (naive) >32 years of age (primed)

Whole virus (n=14) Subunit (n=14) Whole virus (n=12) Subunit (n=16)

Geometric mean titre increase 21 2·3 (1·4–3·6) 1·7 (0·8–3·3) 2·2 (1·5–3·2) 5·4* (3·0-9·6)

42 6·9* (4·6–10·5) 2·8* (1·5–5·4) 3·0* (2·1–4·3) 4·7* (2·7-8·4)

Seroconversions 21 36% 15% 50%* 56%*

42 64%* 36% 75%* 56%*

Seroprotection rate (�1/40) 0 0% 0% 17% 25%

21 21% 14% 50% 75%*

42 43% 14% 66% 75%*

Data are percentage of participants. 95% confidence intervals shown for geometric mean titre increase. *Fulfilled criteria
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Live attenuated influenza vaccines 
Intranasally delivered live, attenuated cold-adapted influenza
vaccines elicit systemic and local mucosal immune responses
and display protective efficacy.100 Attenuated cold-adapted
strains are generated by reassortment between a wild-type
virus expressing target haemagglutinin and neuraminidase,
and a cold-adapted donor such as influenza A/Ann
Arbor/6/60 (H2N2). Donor strains are cold adapted,
temperature-sensitive, and attenuated. These properties are
associated with polygenic mutations. These live attenuated
viruses display high levels of phenotypic and genotypic
stability and are not transmissible to close seronegative
contacts.101 Both attenuated H5N1 and H9N2/Ann Arbor
cold-adapted recombinant viruses have been generated and
are seen to be non-pathogenic in mammalian and chicken
models.98,102 Concerns over the generation of a reassortant
between a live virus vaccine containing an avian influenza
virus and a co-infecting human strain, and the possibility of
spontaneous genetic change may limit the use of such vaccines
in the interpandemic period. While current intramuscular

influenza vaccines are effective at inducing relatively strain-
specific serum haemagglutination-inhibition IgG, they are
poor at stimulating secretory IgA in nasal wash fluid.103,104 As
secretory IgA exhibits potential heterotypic crossreactivity to
influenza virus strains at the point of entry,104,105 live attenuated
virus vaccines may offer wider protection against vaccine-
drifted variants that could be advantageous once a pandemic
is underway.

Role of antiviral therapy
Specific influenza antiviral agents are available for early
treatment and prophylaxis of influenza.106 The adamantanes,
amantadine and rimantadine, have been available for more
than 30 years and inhibit strains of influenza A including non-
human subtypes. However, rapid emergence and
transmission of drug-resistant virus after treatment may
render prophylaxis ineffective. The genetic basis for resistance
seems to be single aminoacid substitutions in the viral M2 ion
channel. The H5N1 strains isolated from poultry and human
cases in 2004 had genotypic changes in the M2 gene associated
with resistance,29 suggesting these agents would be of little
clinical value should these strains become capable of human-
to-human transmission. 

Neuraminidase inhibitors, such as zanamivir and
oseltamivir, are effective in prevention studies106 and are highly
active against a broad range of influenza A viruses of both
human and avian origin, including amantadine-resistant
strains. Although strains with reduced susceptibility to
neuraminidase inhibitors have been isolated after sequential
passage of virus in presence of drugs, clinically significant
resistant strains have not, as yet, been identified. Antiviral
drugs may be of benefit in protecting individuals in essential
services whilst waiting for an effective vaccine to be prepared;
however, supply and cost issues would limit their effect on the
course of a pandemic. A sufficiently large supply of antivirals
to curb pandemic influenza would require international or
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Panel 2. Avian influenza virus vaccine development

Surveillance

Need for robust surveillance programmes in human and animal
populations and sharing of information between animal and human
surveillance systems

Surveillance information to be open and shared in a timely fashion to
assess potential threats

Potential pandemic strains come from animal reservoir.

Selection of a vaccine strain

Improved understanding of the antigenic and molecular associations
between potential pandemic strains of same subtype

Improved understanding of immunogenicity against drifted avian
influenza strains is required as the ability to generate broad cross-
protective immunity is desirable in vaccine candidate.

Manufacturing of vaccine

Intellectual property rights of attenuated viruses produced by reverse
genetics must be addressed in advance because licences for
commercial use may be required

Vaccine virus candidate needs to be able to grow well in eggs (or approved
cell culture) to improve ability to respond rapidly to emerging threat

Improved understanding of virulence determinants in mammalian models
to be able to attenuate viruses used for vaccine manufacture

Safety of virus handling for workers involved in preparation of vaccine

Regulatory issues

To assess and approve mammalian cell lines of human vaccine quality

Ensure that reagents from animal sources are transmissible spongiform
encephalopathies compliant

“Reverse genetics” generated viruses are labelled as genetically modified
organisms—implications for national and local regulatory authorities

Clinical assessment of vaccines derived by reverse genetics

Ability to organise antigenicity studies rapidly in response to emerging
threat may require prepared approved protocols that can be readily
adapted.

Immunogenicity

Improvement in assessment of antibody responses to avian influenza
vaccines to establish licensing criteria

Standardisation of assays for detection of neutralising antibody to avian
influenza

Establish correlates of immune protection of neutralising antibody

Panel 3. Clinical findings with pandemic vaccine
candidates against human and avian influenza subtypes 

Whole-virus vaccine more immunogenic than subunit or split-product
vaccine in immunological naive populations (H1N1, H9N2)

Two doses of vaccine required in immunologically naive populations, the
first to prime and the second to boost responses (H1N1, H2N2, H5N3,
H9N2)

In primed populations, a single dose of vaccine can potentially induce
responses associated with protection (H1N1, H5N3, H9N2)

Addition of adjuvants such as MF59 and aluminium salts have the
potential to significantly enhance immunogenicity and spare antigen use
(H5N3, H9N2 and H2N2)

Avian haemagglutinin (H5 and to a lesser extent H9) seems to be less
immunogenic in people than H1 and H2

Assessment of antibody responses to avian influenza may require
additional serological methods other than the standard haemagglutinin-
inhibition test (H5N3)

Potential crossreactivity with pre-existing antibodies complicates
interpretation of immune responses in people (H9N2)

Need to develop understanding of improving vaccine candidates to
enhance heterosubtypic crossreactivity and protection

Need to assess vaccine candidates in advance of pandemic to identify
difficulties and establish dosing schedules in different populations
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national stockpiling before the onset of such an event; this
would require considerable expense, and vaccination is likely
to remain the principal means of combating pandemic
influenza.

Concluding remarks 
Although pandemic planning and understanding is greater
since the first H5 outbreak in 1997, our ability to respond
rapidly remains less than optimal. The 2004 Asian H5N1
epizoonotic outbreak indicates the urgent need for vaccines
against avian influenza viruses. However, regulatory and safety
considerations confront their development (panel 2). It is
necessary to improve our understanding of the virulence
determinants in mammalian systems to be able to attenuate
viruses to select appropriate and safe vaccine strains that can

generate broad crossreactivity. National and international
authorities must urgently confront regulatory issues to allow
production and clinical assessment of newly generated virus
vaccine candidates. There are important observations 
from our clinical experience with vaccines for pandemic
influenza (panel 3). Despite increased reactogenicity, the
greater immunogenicity of whole-virus vaccines could be
beneficial in a pandemic. Vaccines containing avian H5 
and H9 haemagglutinin seem to be less immunogenic in
human beings than vaccines based on H1 and H2
haemagglutinin. Whether this is a general event associated
with avian subtypes is at present unclear. Enhancement with
MF59 or alum salts may provide best antigen use and enhance
immunogenicity. Overall, so far, clinical trials of avian
influenza vaccine candidates have given disappointing results.
It remains to be seen how plasmid-derived reverse-genetics
influenza vaccines will perform once regulatory hurdles have
been overcome. 
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Search strategy and selection criteria
Searches of Medline, PubMed, Current Contents, and
references from relevant articles, as well as the extensive files
of the authors identified data for this review. Search terms
were “avian influenza”, “influenza vaccine’’, “pandemic
influenza”, “H5 influenza”, “H9 influenza”, “H7 influenza”,
“influenza vaccines”, “pathogenesis” and “virulence”. English
language articles were reviewed. 
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